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If you would like a unique blue voyage experience away
from the commercially motivated cookie-cutter ones, look
no further, Sailing Chef is for you.
M. CANGUL

Welcome
on board
Imagine… enjoying your holiday onboard a
majestic Gulet among family and friends,
sailing the breathtaking region where the
Mediterranean and Aegean seas merge. You
discover the stunning Turkish Riviera and
Greek

Dodecanese

Islands

while

being

treated like a VIP by your private crew. You
anchor in exclusive bays, stroll charming
towns and engage in any form of water fun.
At the same time, magic cuisine serves as
the red thread throughout your journey.
Each day a fantastic adventure unfolds, and
with Sailing Chef, you are an insider.
Welcome to the blue cruise life.
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04 The blue cruise life

Live the blue
cruise life
Blue Cruise Holidays with thought,
surprise and charm
Wake up with a freshly brewed coffee on the lounge
deck, followed by a swim and an indulgent breakfast.
Next, change the tempo with some fast-paced water
sports activities in the afternoon. Then, make an
impromptu visit ashore to the local boutiques and
historical sights. Or set course for another anchorage,
arriving in time to sip sunset cocktails with a new
stunning view.
Your experienced crew treats you like a VIP. There is no
request too big or too small, and often it will feel as
though they have anticipated your needs before you
even know them.
Indulge in our unique and totally carefree all-inclusive
offering. Once you step onboard, the blue cruise life
begins. Unwind and settle into the sensation of
freedom.
We ensure your every need is well served – with
thought, surprise, and charm.

Magic
cuisine

05 Magic cuisine

The magic cuisine is an essential part of your
Sailing Chef experience. There's no set
menu. Depending on the finest ingredients
available and your personal preferences, our
chef finds inspiration to serve you with
unique creations.
Each morning you'll wake up to an indulgent
breakfast. Lunch is a wonderful surprise, and
dinner a spectacular experience.

The magic cuisine is an
essential part of your Sailing
Chef experience.
Your private chef finds the
freshest ingredients and
creates inspiring local and
international dishes, cooked
to perfection.

07 Sailing region

Sailing
region
Ideally situated, breathtaking and with
a perfect climate
We sail the breathtaking region where the
Mediterranean and Aegean seas meet, and the Turkish
Riviera and Greek Dodecanese Islands unite.
The sailing waters are calm, and the climate is perfect.
The seawater temperature warms up in April and
remains comfortable until November.
Smooth sailing conditions contribute to an excellent
blue cruise experience. Datça Liman, our home base, is
situated on the Datça peninsula. The peninsula is ideally
located for sailing the south and the north side, ensuring
favourable winds, stunning beauty and a calm sea.

Your departure harbour
is always easy to reach
with four major airports
are in the vicinity.
Dalaman (DLM)
Bodrum (BJV)
Rhodes (RHO)
Kos (KGS)

08 Itineraries

Routes and
itineraries
The wide variety of options make
each blue cruise feel like your first
Our sailing region stretches from Bodrum, at
the Gulf of Gokuva, to our home base Datça
to Bozborun, Marmaris, Fethiye and Gocek.
The Greek Dodecanese Islands, including
Rhodes and Kos, and the crown jewel Symi
are literally a stone's throw away.
As such, the region opens up to a wide
variety of itineraries, making each blue cruise
feel like your first. Chartering a private gulet
is an excellent option if you want ultimate
flexibility and an itinerary tailored to your
exact desire.

09 Gulet charter

Gulet
charter
open up to the
limitless possibilities
of freedom
Charter your private gulet and
open up to the limitless
possibilities of freedom. You are in
control, with the Captain, the crew,
and your private chef on hand to
adapt the program as you desire.
Choose each day's activities as the
mood takes you and discover the
world's leading sailing area. There
is no request too big or too small.
Often it will feel like the crew has
anticipated your needs before you
even know them.
If you're seeking privacy, the
Captain can find a quiet anchorage
in a hidden bay away from the
crowds. For those evenings when
you fancy a more social
celebration, head into one of the
fun port towns to get the party
started.

10 Gulet charter

Dining
deck

Lounge
deck

Your home at sea
The yacht layout is designed with diverse
groups in mind, with three distinct deck
areas and three types of cabins.
The dining area has an oversized couch to
relax and a large dining table, whereas the
sun deck allows you to relax and enjoy the
perfect climate. The lounge area invites for
early morning coffee and sundowner
cocktails.
Three types of cabins, single-bed, doublebed, and a spacious VIP master suite,
ensure each guest can find the level of
comfort and privacy she desires.

Sun
deck

Cabin
rental
Feel at home during your blue cruise in your
suite or cabin with picture- perfect views, ensuite bathroom and air conditioning
The picture-perfect 270 degrees views let you sail along to
beautiful destinations while gazing at the sort of vistas you simply
won't find anywhere on land. Breathtaking coastlines pass by, and
when you're lucky, a dolphin jumps out of the water just in front of
your window.
The VIP Suite has a well-appointed open living area with two
couches, a built-in dresser and ample closet space. In addition, the
Suite has a fully equipped ensuite bathroom and air conditioning
for total comfort.
Our single and double-bed cabins all have their personal touch.
They offer space and comfort for you to enjoy during your blue
cruise.
Each double-bed room has a queen-size bed, and the single-bed
cabins offer an 80 centimetres bed. Both types provide ample
storage space. In addition, the large windows let you enjoy a
fantastic view of the unforgettable scenery passing in front of you.
Both cabin types have a fully equipped ensuite bathroom and air
conditioning for total comfort.

11 Cabin rental

12 Cabin rental
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Season
2022
Cabin rental per guest per week
Double-bed cabin

VIP Suite

Single-bed cabin

April

€795

€995

€995

May

€895

€1095

€1095

June

€995

€1195

€1195

July-August

€1095

€1295

€1295

September

€995

€1195

€1195

October

€895

€1095

€1095

November

€795

€995

€995

Children and young adults up to 17 years old receive a €100 discount per week

Gulet charter
Open up to the limitless possibilities of freedom. Charter your own majestic gulet for up to 12
guests. Gulet charter rates vary from €7.600 per week in April and at the end of the season
to €10.600 in July and August. The rates are "Carefree all-inclusive".
Contact us to get a tailor made offer for your group of family and friends.
WhatsApp +31 15 8080103 or Email info@sailingchef.eu

Carefree all-inclusive
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Sailing Chef offers a carefree all-inclusive concept. It simply means you feel carefree the minute you set foot
onboard. The red thread throughout your cruise is the all-inclusive cuisine. Your private Chef scours the markets
for the freshest local ingredients, the best meat, and the tastiest fish of the day. The crew includes an
experienced freediver, so freshly caught fish cooked to perfection is no exception. The fresh fruit and salads are
a feast for the eyes, and the snacks from the galley are not to be missed.

Sailing Chef offers

Drinks

Fresh coffee, espresso, cappuccino,

Freshly brewed whole-bean coffee, espresso and cappuccino, tea,

tea, and cold water to start the day

water, soft drinks, and fruit juices.

relaxed. These drinks are available all

Beer, white, rose, and red wine.*

day long.

You are welcome to refill your personal BPA-free water bottle at

Upon arrival, you'll receive your

any time.

personal BPA-free water bottle to fill

* If you prefer spirits, you can bring your own onboard.

up during your stay and take home as
a souvenir.
A delicious breakfast with freshly
squeezed orange juice, seasonal fruit,
yoghurt with cereals, eggs to order,
and homemade goodies.
A hot and cold lunch with various local
and international dishes prepared with
fresh ingredients accompanied by soft
drinks, beer, red, white, or rose wine.
Sundowner drinks and snacks to enjoy
while appreciating the beauty
surrounding you.
A gourmet dinner that demonstrates
the Chef's magic and alternates local
and international specialities. Dinner is
served with red, white, or rose wine,
beer, or soft drinks.
The Chef serves fruit and snacks
throughout the day based on his
inspiration at the moment.

Overnight trip to Symi Island - Greece
Symi, a hidden gem, is a unique and picturesque island that will
leave a lasting impression. The crossing-border trip is included in
the price.
Greek customs, port fees, and transit logs.

A nd further
U nlimited WiFi
Air conditioning*
Transit Logs, diesel, and port fees in Turkey
Use of canoes, sup board, snorkels and flippers, fishing rods, etc.
Three towels per guest per week
One sundeck towel per guest per week
Clean bedding
Duvet and pillow for use on the deck or in your cabin
Final cleaning
* Like any air conditioner, the system onboard consumes a significant
amount of power. The generators have capacity for a limited number of
air conditioning hours per day. If you wish to cool your cabin, please let
the crew know. They will be happy to turn on the air conditioning.

What is not included?

Optional

Y our plane tickets and local transfers

Should you wish to do special activities such as day excursions, scuba

€30 per booking guarantee fund

diving, or a massage, our crew will be happy to help you organize. The

Personal insurances

costs for optional activities are not included.

Meals and drinks ashore
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Optional experiences
Your attentive crew are experts at anticipating
your needs and exceeding your expectations in
every way imaginable.
If you travel with family, activities are tailored to
your children's passions. Your coffee or tea is
already at the table when you arrive for breakfast.
Special occasions are celebrated in fun and
personal ways. The countless thoughtful acts that
are effortlessly delivered by your crew will stay
with you forever.
Suppose you wish to engage in other experiences
such as visiting a local hair & nails salon, getting a
professional massage, making a scuba dive or
having lunch at a beach club. Simply ask your
crew. They will help you make it happen.
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Wellness
cruises
Take care of your body,
mind and soul in
breathtaking scenery
Experience our unique yoga and
wellness retreats in beautiful
surroundings where you can
explore new ways to connect with
yourself and nature. Sailing Chef
collaborates with two celebrated
yoga and wellness partners,
Vositivity and Yoga with Suus
These special yoga holidays
provide a unique experience that,
once tasted, you will never forget.
So take your time to break away
from the usual and allow health,
love and light to shine through and
live the blue cruise wellness life.

Embrace the blue cruise life
First in anticipation
Later in memory

Sailing Chef b.v.

https://sailingchef.eu
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The Netherlands

+31 15 8080103
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